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STAR Science's New THEORY of "BENT LIGHT,"

and Why THINGS May NOT Be WHAT

Astounding

Discovery

Resulting

from Study

:of Solar

Eclipse

That Upsets

'Newtons

Laws of

Gravitation

and Gives

a New

Conception

of the

Universe.

report of the resultTHE astronomical expedi- -

Diagram Illustrates Prof. Einstein's Theory of How the
Sun Attracts and Bends the Light Rays of Stars.

tions, which observed
;the total eclipse of the sun last May at Sobral in

Brazil and on Prince's Island off the west coast

of Africa, brings to light facts that today are
".'itirring the scientific world to the centre of its

own gravity.
The cause of this great stir is the declaration,

. apparently confirmed by astronomical evidence,

'that light "is subject to the pull of gravitation,
that it .will bend toward a material body, and that
it is a tangible thing that has weight.

If this is so, the scientists say, a

.series of possibilities present themselves, extend,
ing to the limits of the visible universe and of al

thought ; raising such questions as, whether
things pre where they appear to be and whether
they 'are actually what they seem.

. . .7' The theories of a new school of thought led
by the Swiss mathematician, Prof. Alfred Ein-

stein, arc in the' balance, arid being subjected to
the. tests of experimental science. These theories
tfemand a modification of Newton's famous

". .'.flaws" of gravitation, and also of the accepted
. .beliefs regarding space and the passage of light

ta'ys through it. One of the experimental tests
f Prof. Einstein's theory was whether the sun

W6uld attract and bend the passing light from a

which is supposed to have been
unintentionally for the first time by

. . . . the Arabians, who carried milk in skin bot-

tles on camelback trips in the early ages, was

probably mentioned for the first time in writing
in the Bible, Genesis xviii., 8. At that time Abra-ha-

in urging Sarah to prepare a meal for tho
Lord, it was said:

' '" ".Took butter and' milk nnd the calf which he
bad dresred and set it before them, and he stood
y them under the tree and they did eat."

Butter was used locally in the earliest periods
i w or which records exist, as it was believed to bo

'he best ointment for the skin, and in
parts of southern Europe it is not yet used

" js a food. Olive oil, used as a for bread
,l the old days, still is used by many there in tho

'
place of butter. In the early days butter also was
iscd in lamps.

To the Scythians and Thracians is given tho
"tredit of tho Greeks the food value of
butter, and tho Romans learned of it from the
Germans, it is said. Butter was first made from

' ' Ujc milk of sheep and goats and later it was mado

They SEEM

distant star, and how much. If it did, then Prof.
Einstein's theory might be considered as con-

firmed, at least to a certain extent.
The theory which is confirmed is a most remark-

able one, published in 1915 by Prof. Einstein. This
theory, besides, making an alteration in Newton's
law of gravitation, which had stood almost un-

challenged for 250 years, introduces most revolu-
tionary ideas as to the meaning of space and time
and matter in physics.

Strange DISEASE That DUE
many years some of the river valleys of

FOR have been known to harbor in endemic
form a peculiar malady designated as tsutsu- -

gamushi disease. The- - old Chinese literature
makes it probable that something of a similar
nature was prevalent long ago in parts of 'China;
and the same disease has been observed
in Formosa. The descriptions indicate its close
resemblance to typhus fever and allied infections.

The origin of tsutsugamushi disease is attrib-
uted to the bites of certain insects found in the
affected

"Of late, the study of the disease, which
formed the subject of a report by the American
investigators F M. Ashburn and C. F. Craig in

BUTTER Once USED as OINTMENT
BUTTER,

possible

lubricant

teaching

recently

regions.

from the cream taken from cow's milk. In India
a pale, insipid butter is made from buffalo milk.
This has to be boiled in order to be clarifrd and
is called "ghee," a substance which is used to a
considerable extent for cooking and in sweets.

Butter forms an important product in Amerl-ca- ,
where creameries have largely supplanted

small farm dairies, as scientific study has demon-

strated the fact that cream should be carefully
treated in order to develop the proper amount of
lactic acid and to culture the right kinds of germs
necessary to good butter. The cream, skimmed
from fresh milk and permitted to "ripen" for a
few days usually, is churned in large machinea.
The agitation causes the separation of tho butter
fat from the water substance in the cream and
the concussion of churning, breaks tho outer skin
of the butter globules, enabling them to adhero
closely together instead of floating about.

Butter, which is ono of the most digestible of
foods if properly prepared, contains 3475 calories
per pound. Buttermilk, tho liquid left after tha
butter has been churned, is said to be ono of tho
healthiest of drinks and is often recommended to
patients suffering from intestinal disorders.

i

Prof. A. S. Eddington says that the mem-

bers of the two British astronomical expedi-
tions agree that the gravitation of the sun
causes n bending of the path of a ray of
light; or, in simple terms light, has weight.

"This had been contemplated as a possibility by
for some years." says Prof. Eddington,

"but never before had it been practicable to settle
the question by experiment. Wc know that the
weight of n rifle bullet causes it to lake a curved
course and the faster the bullrt the smaller the
deviation. Light goes so fast that on the earth
we could not expect to detect any appreciable de-

viation from a straight line, so the experiment
had to be transferred to the sun, where there is
a longer track and' a bigger pull of gravitation.
The light coming from certain stars was used
(hence the need for a total eclipse, in order that
the stars near the sun could be photographic!)
and nie swerve of the light under the pull of the
sun vas measured by the apparent displacement
of the The telescope had to be pointed
higher to allow for the drop of the light, as n rifle
must bo pointed higher to allow for the drop of
the bullet. The swerve in extremely minute and
very delicate measures with most elaborate

were necessary.
"The weight of any ordinary quantity of light

is extremely minute; in fact, the sunlight falling
on the whole earth during one day weighs only
ICO tons. If we wished to buy light by weight
from an electric light company they would charge
at the rate of at least $500,000,000 per pound."

In order to see this wonderful discovery in it3

true perspective, astronomers find the following
example by going to the source of the light: Sup-

pose some hundreds of years ago, say, 200, a ray
or wave of light left one of the great suns of the

Hyades, which appears to us as a more luminous

point. This wave of light sped across the sup-

posed conveying medium, the imponderable ether
of space, on its vast journey, in this case about

13 000,000 times the distance of the sun from the

earth. Theoretically, it travelled in a series of
vibrations in this supposed ether.

Then on passing the sun, near the end of its pas-

sage the rav of light, as is reported, was bent out

of its direct course toward the sun, and, passing

that great luminary, reached the earth eight min-

utes after, when the star was seen barely two

seconds of arc away from the true place it occu-tiie- d

in the sky 200 years ago, the difference in

position being so small that it requires a power-

ful telescope to detect it;
"The basis of Prof. Einstein's work," explains

Prof A C. de la C. Crommclin, one of the Brit-

ish observers, "was a famous experiment carried
out in 1886 by Michclson and Morlcy in the en-

deavor to detect our motion through the ether of

space by comparing the apparent velocities of
measured distance in several differ-

ent
light ever a

directions. They reached the perplexing con-elusi-

that no variation of velocity could-b- c de-

tected It was deduced from this result that ob-

jects must alter in length according to their rato
of motion in the ether.

"Prof. Einstein saw that this conclusion would

involve some modifications in various theories

that had hitherto been accepted and succeeded in
finding a formula for the law of attraction that
would satisfy the observed phenomena.

"The eclipse of last May was specially favor-

able for the purpose, there being no fewer than 12

fairly bright stars near the limb of the sun.

"The process of observation consisted in tak-

ing photographs of these stars during totality and
comparing them with other plates of the same
region, taken when the sun was not in the neigh- -

Is to MICE
two Philippine islands in 3008, has been renewed
by the experts of the Kitasato Institute for In-

fectious Diseases in Tokyo," the Journal of tho
American Medical Association reports. "They
have verified the peculiar periodicity of 'sutsu-gamush- i,

which occurs most frequently in the
summer months, beginning with Junu and ending
with October. This corresponds with the develop-
ment of tho insect 'akamushi,' the now assumed
carrier of the Nippon 'river fever.' This insect
nppears to be the larva of a form resembling the
European Leptus autumnalis. The summer like-

wise is the season when the peasants who suffer
from it enter the infected zones. Tho insects,
which begin to attack human beings in June, aro
extremely prevalent until the fall months. Tho
mortality is a variable one,buthason several occa-

sions exceeded GO per cent.
"Tho close resemblance of tsutsugamushi dis-

ease to typhus fever and Rocky mountain spotted
fever has been recognized for some. time. Thcro
is a similarity in the" type of febrile reaction
elicited; the peculiar eruptions coincident with
tho height of the attack are also reminiscent of
those seen in the better studied typhus-lik- e in-

fections. Indeed, one might be inclined to suspect
a complete identity of tho diseases except for tho
recent Japanese investigations, which assert r.
distinction between the 'river fever' and tho con-
ventional typhus fever quite as marked as that
still postulated between 'spotted fever' nnd its
nearest analogues. The is asserted
primarily on the basis of immunologic investi-
gations and tho failure of infection with ono typo
to protest against the subsequent occurrence of
the other.

"The rolo of the field mouse as bearer of the
parasitic insects that transmit the ctiologic agent
to man and as host of the infectious microorgan-
ism, seems to be established. With respect to
prophylaxis, it is difficult to prevent the bites of
the insects under existing conditions. Excision
of the area of the sting docs not prevent the dis-

tribution of the virus. Tho best prospect of re-

lief seems to lio at present in the eradication of
the mico so far as this is practicable."

Virpnt'r IVntnrn Hrrtlrr, lUJii.

borhood. Then if the starlight is bent by the
sun's attraction, the stars on the eclipse plates
would seem to bo pushed outward compared with
thoio on the other plates, the amount of outward
push being greater the nearer the staristothesun.

"Prior to the measurement of tho plates thcro
were three possibilities before the observers: first,
that no shift at all would be shown; this has been
quite definitely negatived by the observations.
Secondly, that the shift duo to Newton's Law

j

would be shown, which is seven-eight- of a sec-

ond at the edge of the sun.
"Ono of the two cameras at Sobral, Brazil,

gives a value slightly greater than this, but the
observations with this camera arc discredited,
since the focus is bad; it is supposed that the
sun't heat acting on the tlat mirror used to reflect
light into the camera distorted its figure. Tho
third possibility was the shift predicted by Ein-
stein's theory, which is just double tho last, or
Hi seconds at the sun's edge. The second Sobral
camera and the one used at Prince's Island agree
in supporting this value; and as tho star-imag-

HOW Thrifty CHINA HOOVERIZES
things which peoples of other

NUMEROUS not hold as worthy of considera-

tion arc being turned into good use by tho
Chinese. For instance, their ingeniousncss in uti-

lizing things of no value whatsoever is shown by
scavengers who collect peach stonc3 in the street.
Children and women are to be seen in tho mar-

kets picking up and treasuring the peach stones.
In the months of May, June and July the women
and children of the poorer class appear in groups
carrying baskets home when filled.

These peach stones have several uses. Broken
into pieces and dried in the sun they furnish good

fuel. The kernel which has a good market value
is sold to the druggists for making medicine.

Another profitable use of the peach stones i3

to sell them to native artists or engravers who
carve them into different forms of animals. Some

of the larger stones, however, if round enough,
are carved into fine finger rings which cost be-

tween 20 and 30 cents each. Out of one full basket
of peach stones 10 or 15 can be selected as suit-

able for engravers and they will bo sold at a
cent each, thus turning the waste materials into
a good profit.

During the season one may see in the interior
of South China the hutyards of poor people full
of peach stones drying in the sun. After having

Water LIFTS to Save LIVES at FIRES
i TRES in the factory and tenement districts oi

large cities offer unnumbered examples of
wholesale tragedies that often coum De pre-

vented by the proper kind of life-savin- g equip-

ment. Fire escapes do not always perform their
duties especially in the old buildings of the con-

gested districts in fire-tra- p factories.
To offset the inefficiency of these fire escapes

or, as in too many cases, their entire absence,
standard fire department equipment ladders,
nets, etc., has been adopted.

Running ladders to the fourth or fifth story

of a blazing structure and bringing frantic,
frightened victims through the flames that wrap
themselves about the rungs is a hundred to ono

shot, at .best. And spreading blankets for the
firc-trapp- to leap into is not considered prac
tical, even by the movies.

In view of all this it is hardly surprising that
anything revolutionary in the way of fins life-savin- g

apparatus should win wide recognition, or
that there should be a special effort made to in-

spire inventors to action along this line.
So the prospective "water lift" is in tho lime-

light for if it performs as expected it will rcscuo
not only the victims of tho fourth and fifth floors,

bur. of the 10th and 12th
as well..

The basic idea of the
water lift, according to a
description of this device in

the Illustrated World, was
inspired by the plunger or
hydraulic elevator and tho
lift itself is. in fact, merely
a plunger clcyator.

Its base forms an 18-fo-

water chamber or
hydraulic pressure cylinder.
Into this base, telescope 10

hollow sections of pipe, or
plunger rod. As the water
is compressed in tho hy-

draulic cylinder the pres-

sure forces tho telescoped
cylinders upward, until,
when tho full height of tho
lift is obtained, a single
tapering hollow water filled

pipe rears 143 feet in tho
air. This pipe is crowned
by a crow's nest, or cage, in
which a fireman ascends to
make the rescue. These lifts
are designed to carry a
weight of 500 pounds in tho
crow's nest.

It is estimated that tho
speed with which these
lifts will operato will be
about one-ha- lf that of tho
fast plunger elevator
which means 10 storie3
ascent in approximately
one minute's time. Tho de-

scent will requiro one-four- th

longer tjnie.

... .

The Hydraulic
Pressure Lift Will

Reach to the
Twelfth Story of a
Burning Building

and Whisk Victims
Back to the

Ground and Safety.

on the plates arc quite sharp and easy to meats"
ure, this result is considered to be entitled -- o

confidence."
In explaining Prof. Einstein's theory of bent

light which may put tho whole world askew, Prof.
Harold Jacoby, tho astronomical expert of Co.

lumbia University, says:
"Tho only knowledge we have of the actual

size of the stellar universe is based on the few
measured distances that have been established by
estimations mado in connection with tho theory
that light travels in straight lines. And if there
are curves in these lines, as Prof. Einstein has
announced, these observations will have to be re-

calculated.
"Probably this will mean that thcro is no limit

to space but only to tho distance our telescopes
can penetrate. The telescope being the astrono-

mer's eye, he may be looking along a curve like
a circle and if the instrument can be made power-fu- l

enough tho observer may be able to look all
the way around the complete circumference of the
circle and will thus see his own back."

rWned them irrouns of small girls and boys pick
out the big stones. The smaller ones are broken
up and used for fuel when the kernel has been
taken out. Sometimes the kernels are sold to
chemists or druggists. They are preserved in
bottles and used as a cough medicine after tho
kernels arc turned into white powder. In many
small villages this white powder is a very cheap
cough remedy.

Another waste material put to use by Chinese
in different towns of each province are oyster
shells. They are In great demand for the manu-

facture of Chinese lime. One "picul" of such
shells (about 133 lbs.) costs about GO cents.

In many towns where there are many Chinese
restaurants scavengers pack oyster shells in bam-

boo cases. In a front corner of Chinese housca
in villages, especially those near coast cities, big

baskets are put by scavengers as refuse boxes.
When full, they pick out shells and even broken
pottery ware, for everything has a market value
in China.

The broken bowls and cracked pottery wara
are broken into small particles and afterward sold
to masons for making foundations of strong
walls, after being mixed with cement. Many
pretty houses in big seaport cities of Shanghai,
Canton and Foochow have walls made of broken
pottery ware mixed with cement.

As the fireman within the car, or crow's nesi.
can regulate both the pressure and release valves
he will have perfect control of the lift and car.
raise or lower it at almost any desired speed anc
can stop it exactly where he wishes.

Incidentally, these lifts can be used to carry
"chemical" or fire extinguisher tanks to the vita
parts of the fire, and also for elevating hose ii
order that the water streams may be brought intt
more direct action.


